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The saturation of the airspace around current airports combined with increasingly stringent community noise limits represents a serious impediment to growth in world aviation travel. Breakthrough concepts that both increase throughput and reduce noise impacts are required to enable growth in aviation markets. Concepts with a 25 year horizon must facilitate a 4x increase in air travel while simultaneously meeting community noise constraints. Attacking these horizon issues holistically is the concept study of a Cruise Efficient Short Take-Off and Landing (CESTOL) high subsonic transport under the NASA’s Revolutionary Systems Concepts for Aeronautics (RSCA) project. The concept is a high-lift capable airframe with a partially embedded distributed propulsion system that takes a synergistic approach in propulsion-airframe-integration (PAI) by fully integrating the airframe and propulsion systems to achieve the benefits of both low-noise short take-off and landing (STOL) operations and efficient high speed cruise. This paper presents a summary of the recent study of a distributed propulsion/airframe configuration that provides low-noise STOL operation to enable 24-hour use of the untapped regional and city-center airports to increase the capacity of the overall airspace while still maintaining efficient high subsonic cruise flight capability.

Nomenclature

- **BPR**: bypass ratio, bypass flow rate divided by core flow rate, dimensionless
- **BWB**: blended-wing-body
- **CESTOL**: cruise efficient short take-off and landing
- **Cj**: jet momentum coefficient
- **CLmax**: maximum lift coefficient
- **EBF**: externally blown flap
- **EPNL**: effective perceived noise level, EPNdB
- **GRC**: NASA Glenn Research Center
- **HPC**: high pressure compressor
- **IBF**: internally blown flap
- **nmi**: nautical mile
- **OASPL**: overall sound pressure level, dB re 20 μPa
- **PNL**: perceived noise level, PNdB
- **PNLT**: tone-corrected perceived noise level, PNdB
- **SFC**: specific fuel consumption, lbm/hr/lbf
- **SNPR**: slot nozzle pressure ratio, dimensionless
- **SPL**: sound pressure level, dB re 20 μPa
- **STOL**: short take-off and landing
- **TOGW**: take-off gross weight, lb
- **USB**: upper surface blowing
I. Introduction

Since the introduction of large subsonic jet powered transport aircraft such as the Boeing 707, the majority of these vehicles have been designed by placing thrust-generating engines in pods either under the wings or on the fuselage to minimize aerodynamic interactions on the vehicle operation. Figure 1 shows some early aircrafts with various propulsion system placements. The exceptions to this kind of configuration were the British De Havilland Comet aircraft, which was one of the first generation jet transports, and the Russian An-72/74. The Comet had all its engines buried in the thick wing root section but really never took advantage of the full benefits of integrating two distinct systems, i.e., the propulsion system and wing. In addition, the embedded propulsion system caused maintenance difficulties due to its engine placement within the wing structure and low reliability of the first generation jet engines of the 1950s. A modern version of the Comet continues to fly reconnaissance missions as the BAe Nimrod. The An-74 was an Upper Surface Blowing (USB) Short Take-Off and Landing (STOL) regional transport designed for unprepared fields and operated by Aeroflot. On this aircraft, the engines were mounted on the top of the wing so that the engine exhausts were blown on the upper surface of the wing to obtain high lift.

Aside from the conventional tube fuselage type vehicles, there were flying wing aircrafts such as the Northrop YB-49 and more recent B-2 bomber for the military that had all the engines buried in the wing. In particular, the YB-49, which was flown in the 1940’s, had four linearly arranged engines in each side of wing with subsonic rectangular inlets and conventional circular nozzles at each side of the wing leading edges and trailing edges, respectively. In 1977, a new flying wing concept was patented and provided additional innovations to the current distributed propulsion concept. This design had inlets and nozzles along the wing leading and trailing edges, respectively, and buried engines in the wing, providing a completely distributed thrust for the vehicle from the wing tip to tip.

In early 1970s, NASA conducted extensive studies on STOL vehicles addressing noise and traffic congestion problems due to continued growth in air traffic and the growth of commercial and residential developments. In particular, NASA’s research and developments on STOL technology aimed at 95 PNdB on a 500-ft sideline as a figure of merit.

To address some of the shortfalls associated with these aircraft configurations, new propulsion-airframe integrated vehicle concepts based on distributed propulsion systems were investigated. Recognizing synergistic benefits associated with distributed propulsion and airframe integration, a system study of a high subsonic cruise speed, low noise STOL vehicle configuration was conducted under the NASA’s Revolutionary System Concept in Aeronautics (RSCA) project to explore the potential benefits from incorporating embedded distributed propulsion systems into a cruise efficient airplane in order to enable quiet operations from regional airports. For this study, the time frame of year 2025 was selected and the vehicle including engine selection was configured to represent corresponding future technology maturation.

II. Study Approach

Continuing air traffic growth is forecasted by many organizations and agencies. Fig. 2(a) shows the Boeing air traffic growth forecast for the next 20 years. Historically, air travel as a discretionary item has had growth as a multiple of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). With continuing increase in GDP, extrapolating beyond 2025 would result in a future 4X increase in air travel. Since population is increasing with economic growth, continuing growth in the passenger and freight air traffic will need to better distribute the departure and destinations using available airport assets. A significant deterrent that is occurring, as shown in Fig. 2(b), is the exponential rise in noise rules, regulations and restrictions. In order to meet future traffic demand, revolutionary airplane concepts are needed to provide a dramatic reduction in airport vicinity noise while operating with transcontinental range from short airfields. Fig. 3 shows the US airport distribution with respect to actual runway length. Use of transport aircraft at smaller airports should maintain a reasonable runway width to allow turnarounds and lateral dispersion for landing in cross winds. Setting a 100 ft. minimum width at civil airports reduces the total but there are still 973 of which 84% or 813 airports have runway lengths of 5000 ft. or longer.

The concept should be able to cruise at Mach 0.8 in order to operate in transcontinental airspace. Further recognizing the need for revolutionary propulsion integration, this study focused on the use of embedded distributed propulsion for very low noise STOL capability with highly efficient cruise performance. This report summarizes the
results of a study on conceptual airplane for the 2025+ time frame with very low noise design features that could operate around the clock from untapped regional airspace. A review of past studies and related reports was conducted to determine the most suitable concepts for reducing take-off and landing field lengths. For the vehicle configuration, the Blended-Wing-Body (BWB) type of airplane\(^\text{6}\) was selected for its efficient cruise capability and large internal volume for embedding distributed multiple engines. Other studies also have identified that the BWB configuration is beneficial for forward noise shielding and no aft noise reflections.\(^\text{7-10}\)

Recent literature was used to conceive a potentially quiet STOL concept using embedded distributed propulsion. Numerous studies and investigations of turbofan-powered STOL airplanes were conducted during the 1970’s and 1980’s leading into the Air Force prototype competition for the Advanced Medium STOL Transport (AMST). The Boeing YC-14 used upper surface blowing (USB) while the McDonnell-Douglas YC-15 used the relatively simple externally blow flap (EBF). The prototypes shown in Fig. 4 had straight wings for which cruise speed was below Mach 0.70. In the following competition for a production program, the McDonnell-Douglas C-17 with the relatively simple EBF on a swept wing won. Various investigations had shown that the most efficient powered lift system is the internally blown flap (IBF) concept. Fig. 5 shows a number of various powered lift concepts at jet momentum coefficient of \(C_j = 2\) where the coefficient is jet thrust force divided by freestream dynamic pressure times wing area.\(^\text{11}\) While efficient, the previous studied IBF concept was judged to be complex due to the problem associated with hot gas being transferred in a long duct from the podded engines through main wing structure. The hot gas was to be blown at the wing trailing edge to increase circulation around the wing. However, the current distributed propulsion system using many small engines instead of a few large engines eliminates this hot ducting problem by diverting some of the low pressure ‘cold’ fan flow directly through short IBF ducts to the high aspect ratio slotted nozzle.

### III. Vehicle Configuration

For the vehicle configuration study, Boeing Phantom Works performed the task under a NASA contract.\(^\text{12}\) As noted above, the initial configuration was based on the BWB because of its high cruise efficiency, low noise characteristics, and a large internal volume for integrating embedded distributed propulsion. The powered lift system was selected because of the highest efficiency of the IBF. Distributed propulsion with 12 small engines would enable using low pressure fan bypass diversion air that would not have the hot duct issues and be subsonic to keep the powered lift noise down. The revolutionary concept is the use of distributed embedded propulsion for quiet IBF powered lift with substantial engine noise shielding, including some jet noise shielding. The CESTOL concept combines substantial engine noise shielding with rapid climb out and steep descent to provide a very low noise footprint. Based on current trend in air transports and STOL consideration, the following mission requirements were established at the beginning of the study.

- **Payload** - 40,000 lb (~170 passengers)
- **Range** - 3,000 nmi
- **Speed** - Mach 0.8 at 30,000 ft.
- **Field Length** - < 5,000 ft (FAR Part 25)
- **Climb at Std + 15\(^\circ\)C**
- **Landing flare for passenger comfort with a 6 degree glide slope**

Using the Boeing WingMOD\(^\text{13}\) multidisciplinary optimization code, an aerodynamically trimmed vehicle configuration was obtained and is shown in Fig. 6. The sizing and mission performance data is shown in Table 1. The take-off field length is for obstacle clearance with an engine out. However, because many (12) engines are distributed on the wingspan near the trailing edge, the engine out condition did not include lateral control drag due to the fact that it should not cause any significant yawing moment at the mission critical stage for the operation of a STOL vehicle, mainly at vehicle take-off stage. Indeed, aircraft with powered lift distributed propulsion systems may require a general reexamination of engine-out airworthiness certification regulations because controllability limits are currently based on all engines out. Note that the landing field length is about 3,500 ft. which includes the 1.67 factor on stopping distance. It is believed that use of the variable area nozzle for improved powered lift during approach would enable shortening the field length. The take off flight profiles are shown in Fig. 7 for 150, 500, and 3,000 nautical miles. They are based on no power cut back and flap retraction and clean up at 3,000 ft. For minimum noise, depending on the footprint characteristics desired, other schedules could be used.
IV. Engine Cycle Analysis

The engine cycle analysis was based on projecting improvement in specific fuel consumption (SFC) into the 2025 time frame. Recognizing the challenges, the SFC for 2025 is used as a goal to have a small engine SFC level at current large engine levels. Each engine has about 7,000 lbs of thrust at sea level. SFC trends are shown in Fig. 8. The cruise SFC goal was set at 0.52 for Mach 0.80, 35,000 ft altitude. Similarly, the engine thrust to weight ratio goal was set based on current large engines but the weight was reduced 20% for the revolutionary concepts that are very short. For the vehicle configuration, Boeing selected an engine with bypass ratio BPR = 5.7 and NASA GRC also provided engine data with higher BPR = 9.4. Using these two engine bypass ratios, preliminary vehicle noise analysis results were obtained by Stone, et al. and will be discussed in the following section.

For engine cycle analysis with BPR = 9.4 performed by NASA GRC, engine performance was calculated using a Numerical Propulsion System Simulator (NPSS) model of a two-spool separate flow turbofan. The individual component technology assumptions were as follows: fan and high pressure compressor (HPC) polytropic efficiency each were 91%, and high and low pressure turbine polytropic efficiency each was 93%. A single-stage fan was assumed with a maximum pressure ratio of 2.0 in order to guarantee sufficient specific thrust, although the final cycle did not require such a high pressure ratio. The HPC pressure ratio was limited to 20 to keep stage count and engine length down. Fan diameter was limited to about 33 inches which limited engine airflow to about 200 lbm/s. A bypass ratio limit of 10 was imposed to keep core size within reasonable manufacturing limits for conventional separate flow turbofan architecture. Finally, at the Mach 0.80, 35,000 ft. altitude flight condition there was a minimum thrust requirement of 1100 lb as well as a maximum specific fuel consumption (SFC) of 0.52 lbm/hr/lbf. Other than these assumptions, weight and aeromechanical design trades were not considered; furthermore, it was recognized that even with these assumptions a non-optimum engine cycle could result without a detailed engine design parameter study. It was also noted that the HPC pressure ratio limit may be too conservative for the study objectives but it would be sufficient to meet the target SFC. Based on these technology assumptions and since weight and mechanical design were not an issue, the HPC pressure ratio was always set to the maximum, 20, to obtain the highest overall pressure ratio for any given fan pressure ratio and thus the lowest possible SFC. Next, fan pressure ratio was required to be about 1.6 to achieve the minimum cruise thrust; in addition, the resulting takeoff thrust of about 7000 lb was acceptable for the aircraft. Once fan and HPC pressure ratio were set, bypass ratio was investigated. Bypass ratio was increased to the limit since SFC decreases with increasing bypass ratio and it was found that the core retained adequate ability to power the fan even at this limit. It should be noted that engine thrust also decreased with increasing bypass ratio, but the thrust requirement was still met. Finally, the cycle maximum temperature of about 2740 °R was a fallout from the previous three design choices (fan pressure ratio, overall pressure ratio, and bypass ratio).

V. Noise Analysis & Results

The embedded distributed propulsion enables the use of low pressure fan bypass diversion air for an IBF system, wherein a high aspect ratio slot nozzle is used in conjunction with a slotted airfoil with the nozzle exhaust pumping through the slot to increase circulation and lift. The STOL capability offers rapid climb and descent to reduce noise footprints. The small diameter engines have forward noise shielding and employ mixer nozzles to increase the jet noise frequency and move the jet noise source forward. The forward jet source noise can then be shielded by airframe surfaces to reduce aft and sideline noise. If deemed beneficial, the vertical control surfaces can also be positioned and sized to further reduce sideline noise. The configuration shown in Fig. 6 has 12 engines partially embedded in the upper wing surface. Half of the low pressure fan flow from each engine is diverted to the high aspect ratio slot nozzle. Boeing selected engines with bypass ratio BPR = 5.7 and NASA also provided data for engines with BPR = 9.4. A more complete description of noise analysis methods and results can be found in Ref. 14.

It was found that the baseline airplane without noise suppression devices would produce a peak tone-corrected perceived noise level of 108.4 PNdB at take-off on the 500-ft sideline used in the STOL studies of the 1970’s, with a corresponding effective perceived noise level of 106.1 EPNdB. Mixing enhancement chevrons on the engine fan and core nozzle were found to provide significant benefit; the peak noise is reduced to 106.3 PNdB and the EPNL is reduced to 103.4 EPNdB on the 500-ft sideline. PNLT time history comparison between with and without chevron nozzles for engine BPR=5.7 is shown in Fig. 9(a). In comparison with the current FAR-36 measuring points, the sideline noise is 96.8 PNdB, 0.5 EPNdB below Stage 3; the flyover noise is 94.7 EPNdB, 2.6
EPNdB below Stage 3; the approach noise is only 47.7 EPNdB, 53.3 EPNdB below Stage 3, but the prediction does not include turbomachinery noise, so it is likely to be considerably higher. So it is clear that such an airplane might well develop into an attractive product. One possibility is to increase engine bypass ratio from the BPR = 5.7 baseline. Using engine BPR = 9.4, significant noise benefits were found; peak noise of 104.3 PNdB and EPNL = 101.6 EPNdB on the 500-ft sideline. PNLT time history comparison between BPR=9.4 and 5.7 is shown in Fig. 9(b). At the FAR-36 locations, the EPNL is 95.2 EPNdB (Stage 3 – 2.1) on the takeoff sideline and 90.2 EPNdB (Stage 3 – 7.1) at takeoff flyover; again the approach noise would be controlled by turbomachinery noise.

Given that this is a STOL airplane that climbs quickly and descends steeply (likely at a reduced throttle setting as well), there would be a chance that the airplane might be significantly below the Stage 3 rule's flyover and approach limits. This feature may go a long way in satisfying the Stage 4 requirements that the airplane be (re Stage 3 limits): -10 EPNdB, cumulative over all three points; and that it be -2 EPNdB, cumulative over any two points (which would likely be the flyover and approach points). Since the aircraft is about 6 EPNdB below the Stage 3 sideline limit and Stage 4 rules do not allow trades, another cumulative 4 EPNdB reduction at the other points (which should be quite feasible) would be needed for overall Stage 4 certification. Since the jet noise levels were still significant, further large reductions should be possible as was described during the review of Reference 12.

Specifically, it was determined that the powered lift was not needed after lift off and the take-off field length was significantly shorter than the 5,000 ft target. Thus the IBF noise could be eliminated and the thrust reduced from a lower total loading and use of cutback at the flyover noise point. Trade studies would be needed to optimize for minimum penalty for very low noise. Based on this analysis, aircraft of this type clearly have the potential with further development to offer a relatively quiet approach to utilizing smaller, more noise sensitive airports to relieve congestion and enable growth.

VI. Discussion

To enable design and evaluation of the current CESTOL vehicle, a number of foundational technologies are needed and are shown in Fig. 10. Some of these technologies are noise shielding codes to accurately predict noise characteristics, quiet powered lift using low pressure IBF, flow control to minimize inlet distortion, etc. In addition to the vehicle airframe innovation, fuel efficient low noise engines are also required to achieve very quiet operation around the airport communities. For the current CESTOL-BWB configuration, it is highly feasible to substitute 12 small conventional engines with a number of high BPR multi-fan engines where one engine core drives a number of fans as shown in Fig. 11. The lateral fans attached to the center core engine could be driven mechanically through gearing system, fluidically using engine core gas, or electrically with core driven generator and distributed motors.

VII. Conclusion

A system study was conducted to explore the potential benefits from incorporating embedded distributed propulsion systems into a cruise efficient airplane in order to enable quiet operations from small regional airports. As the starting point, the Blended-Wing-Body or BWB configuration was adopted because of its inherent cruise efficiency, low noise characteristics, and large internal volume for embedding engines. The concept is a high-lift capable airframe with partially embedded distributed propulsion system that takes synergistic approach in propulsion-airframe-integration (PAI) by fully integrating airframe and propulsion systems to achieve the benefits of both low-noise STOL operations and efficient high speed cruise. A summary of the recent study is presented on a novel distributed propulsion/airframe configuration that provides low-noise STOL operation to enable 24-hour use of the untapped regional and city-center airports to increase the capacity of the overall airspace while still maintaining efficient high subsonic cruise flight capability.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range (nmi)</th>
<th>3,000 nmi Mission</th>
<th>500 nmi Mission</th>
<th>150 nmi Mission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payload (lb)</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off Gross Weight (lb)</td>
<td>189,140</td>
<td>157,874</td>
<td>152,835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Fuel (lb)</td>
<td>44,098</td>
<td>12,832</td>
<td>8,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Fuel (lb)</td>
<td>37,723</td>
<td>7,946</td>
<td>4,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Time (hr)</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Cruise Altitude (ft)</td>
<td>39,000</td>
<td>43,000</td>
<td>31,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off Field Length (ft)</td>
<td>2,452</td>
<td>1,772</td>
<td>1,694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing Field Length (ft)</td>
<td>3,477</td>
<td>3,457</td>
<td>3,454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off $C_{L_{MAX}}$ Lift-off</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off $C_{L_{MAX}}$ Obstacle</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing $C_{L_{MAX}}$</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Cruise Efficient Short Take-Off and Landing (CESTOL) vehicle sizing and mission performance.
Noise Restrictions Continue to Grow

Figure 1 - Some early aircrafts with various propulsion system placements.

(a) World air travel forecast
(b) Airport noise restrictions

Figure 2 - From Boeing’s 2005 Current Market Outlook

Figure 3 - US airport distribution with respect to actual runway length.
(a) Boeing YC-14       (b) McDonnell-Douglas YC-15

Figure 4 - Air Force prototype competition for the Advanced Medium STOL Transport (AMST).

Figure 5 - Comparison of powered lift concepts.11
Figure 6 - Cruise Efficient Short Take-Off and Landing (CESTOL) vehicle configuration.

Figure 7 - Cruise Efficient Short Take-Off and Landing (CESTOL) vehicle take-off profiles.
Figure 8 - Specific fuel consumption (SFC) trends in subsonic aircraft engines.

Figure 9 - PNLT Time History for BWB/IBF Airplane at take-off on 500-ft sideline (a) with engine BPR = 5.7, for chevron nozzles compared to unsuppressed (b) with chevron nozzles, for BPR= 9.4 compared to unsuppressed engine BPR=5.7.
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Figure 10 - Foundational technologies needed for low noise CESTOL vehicle.

Distributed high BPR multi-fan engines

Figure 11 - A notional CESTOL vehicle with distributed high by-pass ratio multi-fan engines.
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